
‘A fabulous and ingenious work that seethes in its
condemnation of injustices but sparkles in its tenderness and 
subtlety and revels in celebration at the things that make us 
all unique. It made me laugh and cry.’ Peter Frankopan

‘The spirit of place in this outstanding collection is the 
portable paradise of Trinidad in London. Roger Robinson’s 
profoundly moving book manages to balance anger and 
love, rage and craft. Every poem surprises with its imagery, 
emotional intensity and lyric power, whether dealing with 
Grenfell, Windrush, or a son’s difficult birth, which is also a 
tribute to a Jamaican nurse. This is a healing book, enabling 
us to conjure our own portable paradises.’ Pascale Petit

The 2020 judges Peter Frankopan, Pascale Petit and Evie Wyld commented:

Roger Robinson
wins

the £10,000 
RSL Ondaatje Prize

for

A Portable Paradise
(Peepal Tree Press)

‘Roger Robinson’s images keep me up at night. The tiny details, the complexity and 
horror of what he writes about and the clarity he manages to come out the other side 
with is quite astounding.’ Evie Wyld

The RSL Ondaatje Prize is an annual award of £10,000 for a distinguished work of 
fiction, non-fiction or poetry, evoking the spirit of a place.

‘Winning the RSL Ondaatje Prize is great on many levels. Gaining wider 
recognition for the political issues that are raised in A Portable Paradise 
is one of the most important things for me, alongside more people reading 
about the struggles of black communities in Britain which hopefully creates 

some deeper resonating empathy.’ Roger Robinson

#RSLOndaatje



The other shortlisted books in 2020:

Jay Bernard 
Surge (Chatto & Windus)
‘Brilliant, moving and powerful, it is a collection of poems that  
provides a haunting series of voices that explore tragedy, loss and  
hope in South East London.’  Peter Frankopan

Publicist: Mia Quibell-Smith MQuibellSmith@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk

Tishani Doshi
Small Days and Nights (Bloomsbury Circus)
‘Small Days and Nights has a beautifully restrained voice. I found 
myself reading it compulsively, drawn through the book on a knife 
edge. She manages humour in the saddest of moments, and 
tension in the quietest.’  Evie Wyld

Publicist:  Ros Ellis  Ros.Ellis@bloomsbury.com

Roger Robinson is a writer and educator who has taught 
and performed worldwide. He was chosen by Decibel as one 
of 50 writers who have influenced the black-British writing 
canon. A Portable Paradise won the 2019 T. S. Eliot Prize and 
was selected as a New Statesman book of the year. He is a 
co-founder of both Spoke Lab and the international writing 
collective Malika’s Kitchen. He is the lead vocalist and lyricist 
for King Midas Sound.

All publicity enquiries for Roger Robinson should be directed to 
Adam Lowe adam@peepaltreepress.com 

The RSL Ondaatje Prize 2020 will be announced with video animation at  
7pm, Monday 4 May 2020 across the RSL’s social media channels: 

#RSLOndaatje

     TWITTER: @RSLiterature   
FACEBOOK: @RoyalSocietyLiterature  
INSTAGRAM: royalsocietyofliterature

Watch the shortlist animations on the RSL’s YouTube channel

https://twitter.com/RSLiterature
https://www.facebook.com/RoyalSocietyLiterature/
https://www.instagram.com/royalsocietyofliterature/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLukKoGCQ943-3AAxO5zRJ-AA2ychs4GZO


Robert Macfarlane
Underland (Hamish Hamilton) 
‘A beautifully lyrical book that explores the worlds beneath us, 
spanning time and space to see how humans have interacted with 
nature and the divine over millennia.’  Peter Frankopan

Publicist:  Anna Ridley  ARidley@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk

Elif Shafak              
10 Minutes 38 Seconds in This Strange World (Viking)
‘This is a hard-won optimistic novel with an ingenious architecture, 
a jewel of a book and a hymn to the power of love.’  Pascale Petit

Publicist: Chloe Davies  CDavies1@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk 

Jumoke Verissimo
A Small Silence (Cassava Republic)
‘Set in Lagos,this  is a devastating account of the effects of trauma 
arising from torture and imprisonment.’  Pascale Petit

Publicist: Linette Lisk   publicity@cassavarepublic.biz  

For further information about the RSL or the RSL Ondaatje Prize, please contact 
annette.brook@rsliterature.org |  rsliterature.org

Previous RSL Ondaatje Prize winners:
2019  Aida Edemariam  The Wife’s Tale
2018  Pascale Petit  Mama Amazonica
2017  Francis Spufford  Golden Hill
2016  Peter Pomerantsev Nothing is True and Everything is Possible
2015  Justin Marozzi  Baghdad: City of Peace, City of Blood
2014  Alan Johnson  This Boy
2013  Philip Hensher  Scenes from Early Life
2012  Rahul Bhattacharya The Sly Company of People Who Care
2011  Edmund de Waal  The Hare with Amber Eyes
2010  Ian Thomson   The Dead Yard: Tales of Modern Jamaica 
2009  Adam Nicolson   Sissinghurst: An Unfinished History 
2008  Graham Robb   The Discovery of France 
2007  Hisham Matar   In the Country of Men 
2006  James Meek   The People’s Act of Love 
2005  Rory Stewart   The Places In Between 
2004  Louisa Waugh   Hearing Birds Fly

#RSLOndaatje


